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Richard Gagliardi – Violin Making,
Repair and Restoration

Following high school Richard
made molds of just about every
attended the Violin Making School
Stradivari instrument that came into
By Dave Nowicki
of America in Salt Lake City, Utah.
his hands.
After graduating he moved back to New Jersey and went to
Richard discussed a recent article about a Stradiwork at two very good violin shops in New York City.
vari instrument, the McDonald viola, which had been put
This was in 1980 where he apprenticed for six years under
up for sale in a closed bidding process, and had a minimum
the esteemed Vahakn Nigogosian and
opening bid of $45 million. Richard said
Carlos Arcieri. In this environment he
that he hopes that it doesn’t sell because
had the opportunity to repair and restore
the price was ridiculous for this instrumany fine instruments, including some
ment. While there are only ten of these
made by the greatest makers from the
violas in existence and it was created in
16th to 19th century. He’s had his own
what has been called the golden period of
shop for the last 28 years. Like the great
Stradivarius, Richard feels that this aucmakers whose lineage classifies their
tion is the work of investment speculators
work, the lineage of Richard’s teachers
and not those who really love the instrualso classifies his work. Simone Sacconi,
ments. If the viola sells for $45 million
who worked at the Rembert Wurlitzer
the price of not only all Stradivari instruCo., a world renowned rare instrument
ments but all high quality instruments
shop in New York which had its hands on
will be immediately elevated. This will
at least half of the 600 known Stradicreate havoc in the overall pricing strucvari’s, was born in 1895 and was a pupil
ture of these rarefied instruments. Part of
of Giovanni Rossi. Sacconi was an amazthe value in these instruments is that they
ing craftsman and made his first violin at
get played and are seen and heard in pubthe age of 14. By age 16 he began to delic. If the value gets too high then they
velop his own clientele and was able to make exact copies
will be locked up and put under glass, never to be heard
of famous instruments. In 1931 he went to New York City
again. Richard had this same viola in his hands when he
and began working for Emile Herman who began his cawas working in NY.
reer in Germany and became a prominent dealer and restorAs well as instrument restoration, Richard also
er of fine instruments. Emile Herman had a reputation for
does bow work. Most bows are made of Pernambuco or
doing the kind of restorative work that no one had ever
Brazilwood. Three types of bow hair are what he uses in
seen the likes of before. Sacconi was with Herman’s shop
his shop. There is white, black and a combination called
until 1951 when it closed down and Wurlitzer’s immediSalt and Pepper, all are horse hair. The black hair strands
ately sought after him because of his incredible talent.
are thicker than the white and are usually used on cello and
Sacconi, who devoted his life to the study of Antonio Strabass bows and need a stickier rosin to pull the larger diamdivari, wrote a fine book entitled, “The Secrets of Stradivaeter strings. Hair is sold by the pound and that from the
ri”. In his quest for knowledge of Stradivarius he even
male horse provides the best quality. The top grades require very little processing, basically just a washing. A
pound of high quality bow hair costs $400 and provides
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President’s Corner
I would like to
thank all the many
CRAFTS members
who made this
years auction a
success. It was a
perfect day with
plenty of sunshine
Tailgaters at CRAFTS auction
and a full parking
lot of tailgaters. As the auction started there was not a
spare seat to be had. After lot 200 we picked the door
prize for the five mini planes donated by Lee Valley. The
winner purchased one ticket for $5 and received over
$150 worth of new
planes. Then I auctioned off the framed
tool shirt signed by
Roy Underhill. It
was
donated
to
CRAFTS by Elliot
Maitland.
Bidding
was fierce but Jim
Bode won it for $50 Full house at the CRAFTS auction
then re-donated it to
the club. It will be
given as a door prize
during our Sept. picnic. Thanks go to
Robin Lee of Lee
Valley, as well as
Elliot Maitland and
Jim Bode for their
generosity.
Jim Bode re-donating the Roy
We will be Underhill t-shirt for our picnic
sending out the year- door prize.
ly dues notice the
end of June. Membership in CRAFTS remains at $15 and
I believe it is an outstanding bargin. Please mail out your
dues once you receive this notice to support our many
CRAFTS activities. Following this in August we will be
mailing out the CRAFTS picnic information. We have
already locked in a “timber framing” presentation for this
event Sept. 14th. Members can set-up tailgate sales as this
is usually an event that fills the morning hours. I encourage you to set up a display or enter one of the “1-tool”
events as prizes are always top quality tools.
Lastly if you have not been coming to our regular and
special meetings you are missing out. Every regular meeting is pre-empted by great tool tailgate sales by members.
Ivan Raupp our new Vise President has lined up some
great presentations for the past year and we are planning
some more great presentations in our future meetings. It
is important we have your email address so you can be
notified on these regular and special events. If you have
not been getting CRAFTS emails please email our web
master at the CRAFTS web site to correct this. Lastly
visit our newly remolded website and all its new features
for members. Have a fine tool hunting summer.
Regards, Bob

hair. This is something that
your work and need
many players don’t know and
to think very carefulit was many years before even
ly about the future of
he found out.
the work. A couple
Up until recently
of bar clamps are all
Richard had been doing a lot
that’s needed to seof restorative work for Chriscure the joint and it’s
tie’s Auction House in New
put it aside to set.
York.
They have stopped
After which, much
doing public auctions but they
of the preliminary
still maintain a private sales
flattening work is
venue which keeps him busy.
done with a Stanley
As with many businesses,
No. 4.
For final
online auctions are making
smoothing Richard
significant inroads on many of
will follow up with a
the traditional brick and morStanley No.62 low
tar auction houses.
angle block plane,
Violin construction
which is one of his
begins with the top which is
favorites and is a
Some of the many tools and pieces included in making a violin.
usually constructed of two
great choice for clean
pieces of quarter sawn, book matched spruce. Violins, vio-up work. A single piece top would save the step of joining
las and cellos are all made in different body sizes ranging
the two pieces but doesn’t necessarily make a better soundfrom as small as 1/64th and 1/32nd to 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and full
ing or better constructed instrument. It’s all a matter of the
size, in order to meet various customer needs. Power tools
maker’s personal preference. Violin backs are usually maare used to prepare the raw wood and removing the bulk to
ple, with curly maple being the choice for a spectacular
reduce the grunt work, but hand tools are necessary for allook. Richard has a technique that is a real time saver and
most everything else. The first step is to select the boards
that is using a ½ inch piece of plate glass, that was frosted
for the back and the top.
or evenly sand blasted on one side and given a soft texture.
During the construction of a
He then applies chalk to that side and rubs the joined back
violin all operations are referon the chalk which is transferred to the wood and quickly
enced from the center seam. .
identifies any area that needs work. Other items that need
The inside edges are planed
flattening are, for example, the backs of cello fingerboards
and then joined at the center.
and he uses the same procedure on those as was used on the
Richard uses a Stanley No.8C
violin back. The question of wood movement was adfor this jointing work. Dedressed and Richard explained that with the quarter sawn
pending on the operation he
spruce and maple he uses there isn’t much movement at all.
usually uses the plane in the
He expressed that he has more problems with seasoned ebnormal fashion or sometimes
ony which he feels is one of the most unstable wood he
he’ll turn the plane upside
works with. It’s constantly moving, he says. Ebony is also
down, clamp it in a vise and
very hard and requires very sharp tools to work with. Richbring the wood to the plane.
ard
Almost everything is assembled with hide glue. The
grade of hide glue is important. Richard wants what
is known as pearl glue in the
lightest shade he can get with Richard holds the white horse
the greatest transparency. He tail material he uses for bows.
doesn’t want a dark glue line
showing up in the middle of a repair. Hide glue also has an
amazing property of being able to actually pull parts together as it cures. For certain difficult cracks, where the edges
are not easily pulled together, Richard will use parchment
soaked in hide glue and then, while using sand bags to hold
the parchment against the crack, the edges of the crack will
Violin body material sits on a form for a larger cello
begin to pull together as the glue cures. Sometimes it takes
body.
several tries to complete the process. Hide glue is the
choice here because it is always reversible. If you use yelCont. on Pg. 4
low or white glue you are putting a layer of plastic over
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Continued from Pg. 3
maintains the humidity level in his
sponded by saying that of course all
shop at an ideal forty to fifty percent,
of the steps are important but the one
year around. In the winter he has a
that is most important is the thickhumidifier running day and night benessing of the sides, back and the top.
cause he has hot-water radiator heat
Using various calipers, the criteria is
which dries out the air. The worst, he
to work the thickness to within a
said, is hot air heat, which thankfully,
tenth of a millimeter. Flexibility of
he doesn’t have to deal with. Humidithe top and back is extremely imty control is important because, not
portant to the sound of the instruonly does he have his own stock to
ment. All of this is checked as the
take into consideration, but also his
instrument is constructed. When it’s
client’s instruments and bows, which
too thick the sound will be muted.
are also being left at his shop, to care
When it’s too thin the instrument
for.
becomes unstable and could collapse
A maker will try to match the
under the stresses places upon it.
sides with the back and the neck block
Unfortunately some very fine instruby using wood that comes from the
ments, even Stradivari’s, have sucsame tree. That’s not always possible
cumbed to this when some welland he’s seen these parts made from
meaning repairman decided to replain maple, poplar and fruit woods as
move the excess wood to bring the
well. The sides or ribs as they are
sound up to today’s standard. Saccocalled usually come from maple that
ni did a repair on an instrument like
has been sawn into 1/8 inch thick
this where he inlayed a single patch
strips. These are purchased as pre- Some of the many small instrument makers
into the entire back. It was an amazfabricated stock ribs, which are too planes Richard uses in repair of his instruments. ing restoration. Sometimes only a
thick, and will need to be worked
small patch or brace is all that’s redown to a thickness of between 1mm and 1.5 mm with a
quired. In the case of Stradivarius and all of the research
plane or sandpaper. To get the correct shape for the ribs a
that has gone into his techniques, why can’t instruments be
little moisture applied with a piece of paper bag cut to the
built today that will create the same sound? Richard’s resame size as the rib and then heat from a bending iron cresponse was that Stradivari’s were built 300 years ago by the
ates the steam which is all that’s necessary to get the wood
best maker ever. No one has been able to recreate the
to conform to its final shape. Additionally, Richard always
ground, the sealer and the varnish that he used. Also, the
warms the rib before trying to bend it as the thickness and
flax seed that was used to press the linseed oil used 300
figure determine how easy the wood will conform. Needyears ago is different than what we have available today.
less to say, Richard told us that he has snapped a lot of ribs
Climate conditions were different then and by 1945 a flax
over his career. All of this work of constructing a violin is
seed was developed to prevent a flaxseed wilt that had prereally just pattern making, he says. Patterns are used to
viously decimated the crop and is no longer the same seed
make templates for the various parts, which are then assemand the oil from it is much poorer and a completely differbled to create a mold that will be used to build the instruent product.
ment. Richard uses finger planes from
When doing a
his wonderful collection for much of
repair what is the first
this process but it’s the travisher
step in the removal of
which, as he says, makes everything
the top? First, measflow together. The outside of the inurements are taken of
strument is finished very close to its
the instrument. For
final size as it needs more attention
example, where was
than the inside.
the placement of the
Perfling is the inlay of a band of vebridge? On the inside
neer around the outside edge of the
there is a sound post
instrument. Special cutters are used to
which is fit by hand
make the thin bands of wood, fiber and
and is not glued in,
other materials to create it. The purwhere was that placepose of perfling is both decorative as
ment? After several
well as functional in that it helps preother
measurements
vent cracks from traveling through the
the strings are rebody.
moved and the pegs
A
question
was
asked
regarding
are tagged (EADG) Many specialized clamps are used
Tigered wood
whether
any
particular
step
will
make
and removed. Open- in violin repair.
used in violin.
or break the instrument. Richard reing knives, much like
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clamshell or oyster knives
don’t have one you can alcome in a variety of shapes,
ways make something that
sizes and thicknesses and are
will work.
used with some care to get
Fittings Do you make
the top off cleanly. It may
your own tail pieces? No,
take a half an hour or more
tail pieces and the other fitbut it’s worth it not to create
tings such as finger boards
any more damage that will
and tuning pegs which are
have to be repaired. Richard
made from rosewood, boxonce had a customer that
wood, ebony and even some
wanted to watch while he
from mountain mahogany,
took the top of his instrufrom Utah, can be purchased
ment off. He suggested that
as stock items. To install
he leave and return later as
pegs he uses a pattern that is
this was a very expensive
laid on the side of the peg
instrument. The customer
box. The pegs have to be
said that he was OK with it
installed in such a matter
Calipers used to measure thickness of face and back of instruand would stay. The top
that the strings don’t ride on
ments.
was coming off very cleanly
each other. Otherwise tunbut every time there was a
ing becomes much more
popping sound where the glue was separating the client was
difficult because of the strings interfering with each other.
saying “What are you doing? Oh my God, what are you
This requires the pegs to be slightly offset from one anothdoing?” To which Richard said, “I told you that you didn’t
er. Richard begins by drilling small holes in the peg box
want to be here.” If there are any splinters that come off
where he thinks the pegs should go. He then inserts small
during this process they will be re-glued back to where they
rods in each hole to determine whether the pegs are level or
came from. Ultimately the edges will have to be built up to
not. That way the holes can be moved slightly, if necesrestore the integrity of the top. This is called edge doubling.
sary, before the final location is determined. A specialized
Does this affect the sound? Not really because you have
set of tools consisting of a reamer and matching peg cutter
made it a stronger healthier instrument. It’s the center of
insure the correct taper for both the peg and the mating
the instrument that affects the sound and not the edges.
holes. There are several different sizes of cutters and reamThe scrolls start out as a chunk of maple with the sides and
ers depending on what the instrument requires. One of the
back usually coming from the same tree. As with the back,
very famous instruments that Richard has worked on for
everything works off of the centerline and we’re back to
Christie’s was a 1707 Stradivarius known as the Hammer
patternmaking. How long does it take to make a violin
violin. This was in 2006 and when it came in the sound
from start to finish? It takes about three to four months to
was good but not as loud as it should have been and Chriscomplete a violin before adding a finish, not including intie’s wanted to maximize the value. The owner didn’t have
terruptions like answering the
the resources to support a major work effort. So to correct
phone and dealing with clients.
the sound Richard took off the original fingerboard and
Add another couple of weeks for
doubled the underside with another piece of ebony. That
varnish work. Clamps of all
addition allowed a change in the pitch or angle of the neck
shapes and sizes are integral to the
which allowed a higher bridge to be added. The new
repair and construction process
bridge put more tension on the strings and brought the
and are a required investment for
sound back to where it should have been. By doubling the
this work. Richard has quite a
fingerboard the repair couldn’t be seen. It was estimated to
collection. Some he lightly modisell for $1.5 - $2.5 million and it sold for $3.15 million.
fied by adding cork pads and othAfter the sale Richard was told that it brought the final
ers may have the handles bent in
price due to the sound of the instrument!
such a way that they don’t interWhat a marvelous afternoon! Richard Gagliardi’s
fere with the work. Quite a few
presentation, on a subject that for me and I suspect most of
were very expensive ($25 each so
those in attendance had very little prior knowledge, was a
he had to buy them one at a time)
mesmerizing 2 1/2 hours. While he could have continued
but
are
such
a
great
design,
are
on for another hour Richard was losing his voice and we
The graceful carving of
very
light
weight
and
are
used
were well beyond the normal meeting time frame. Richard
the violin head.
specifically to repair cracks.
graciously stayed on to talk with anyone who had additionWith a long crack in a violin viola or cello the top has to
al questions. I’m sure that we’ll be seeing more of him
come off and the crack has to be cleaned to get any old dirt,
since he is now one of CRAFTS newest members.
varnish or glue out. Sometimes wood bleach will be used
to get the wood back to its original color to ease the refinPhotos by Dave Nowicki & Don Kahn
ishing effort. If you need a specific type of clamp and
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Jeff Day: self taught Carriage Master
“Necessity is what drives my work”:
By Ivan Raupp
Jeff Day is a world class carriage maker and restorer. He
hosted an open house for 40 CRAFTS members and their
guests at his incredible mountain top farm in Asbury, New
Jersey. The event was held on a brisk Sunday afternoon on
May 4th 2014. You knew that this CRAFTS Special Event
would be unique the instant that you turned off the country
road that climbed up the south side of the steeply sloped
Pohatcong Mountain. As you drove through the intricate
wrought iron gates and up the wide winding drive way you
had a 360 degree view of emerging spring greenery for many
miles!

Atop Pohatcong Mtn. is Jeff’s stable and carriage horses.
Perched atop this historic mountain are Jeff’s family
home and three large modern out buildings that house his
work shops and collections. Each building is environmentally
engineered to provide year around temperature and humidity
control. Jeff has more than 40,000 square feet of work shop
and display area. The grounds are immaculately maintained
and surrounded by lovely fenced green pastures which comprise the playground for his herd of magnificent carriage horses. (See photo 1
above)
Jeff and his
family are gracious hosts. They
whole Day family was present to
greet the guests
as they exited
their cars and
entered the compound. EveryJeff’s wife and red Conestoga wagon.
one received a
hearty welcome!
The “JWD” classic automobile, carriage and wagon collections are unique, diverse, and vast! They include at least
100 restored antique automobiles, a wonderful collection of
early gas station artifacts and advertising signs, 200 historic
carriages, displays of hundreds of carriage bells and lanterns,
collections of tools from the ice cutting industry, blacksmith
and wheel wrights tools, and fully equipped, industrial
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Jeff’s collection features many auto related antiques.
strength, blacksmith, metal and woodworking shops. Each of
the items on display is very rare and all are immaculately restored where necessary. The shops are as clean as a whistle!
In a third connected building are custom “state of the art”
horse stalls and countless sets of immaculate harness ”ready
to go”!
Jeff Day has done almost all of the restorations himself!
Weather it is metal, wood, textile, or leather, Jeff can restore
it. If he doesn’t have a part for a restoration he can make it.
Jeff does all of his painting and pin striping as well.
Jeff’s education is an interesting one. It explains a lot
about his energy level, imagination, and creative drive. His
grandfather was a farmer/collector and a man who could work
with his head as well as his hands. The Day family lived on a
farm in Franklin, Sussex County, N.J. Times were tough, but
the family was always hard working and successful. Jeff told
the story about how his grandfather “bought out” Thomas
Edison’s entire ice cutting and ice storage business. He reassembled the ice sheds into houses for use on his farm. He
saved and used all of the ice cutting and blacksmiths tools.
Nothing went to waste.
Jeff’s father was also a farmer with a great love of carriages as well. He collected and restored carriages throughout
his life. Jeff and his Dad worked together collecting and restoring hundreds of projects. Some carriages were in relatively good shape, wrapped in old newspaper after years of storage. Others were “basket cases”.
Jeff started restoring when he was 10 years old! His last
two years in high school were spent restoring two Conestoga
wagons from Lancaster County. He did the wood work, the
metal work, the canvas for the top, and the painting. He
carved the rear axle of the freighter Conestoga with a spoke
shave! He was on his way to a very demanding but highly
successful career. He said that on graduation from high school
his mother made him go to blacksmithing school in southern
New Jersey. She was afraid that if he went away to college he
would spend more energy chasing women than studying. After a short stent in blacksmith’s school, Jeff’s restoration career began for real.
Jeff‘s shop was in the Franklin area of Sussex county,
N.J. Here, learning as he went, he perfected his restoration
skills. He addressed any carriage work that came his way…
the good, the bad, the ugly! Most of his work was focused on
the tough restorations, i.e. old and unique carriages and wagons. Over time, Jeff focused on new “high tech” carriages
designed by him. These carriages are used in highly competi-

Collection showing carriages & early blacksmith tools.
tive carriage race events. They are constructed of light
weight materials like aluminum and the latest in “high
tech” hardware like hydraulic disc brakes. He competed
successfully with the best carriage makers in the U.S. and
in Europe. His carriages were in great demand in all racing
circles. They were superior to the best German carriages
because they were much lighter (420lbs vs. 960lbs) and
designed especially for the smaller American horses that
are preferred in this sport. This is where Jeff made his reputation and his fortune.
As the expectant CRAFTS group was gathered in the carriage building, Jeff welcomed them, spread his arms and
launched into his presentation. He started with the old ice
and blacksmith’s tools inherited from his grandfather.
Next we saw and learned about the wagon hardware
that he forged as a teenager for Budweiser to be used with
the Clydesdale horses. Nearby, you saw a Ford model “T”
engine bolted to a huge circular saw used by Thomas Edison’s crew to cut
ice blocks on the
lakes.
Everywhere
you looked there
was an interesting
tool or wagon part.
Each was more
interesting then the
last. Jeff knows
what they are and
how they should
be used.
Large ice-cutting circular saw.
As I looked
down the length of the building, I estimated its length to be
at least 250 feet. Lining the building are 5 rows of wagons,
carriages, and sleighs. They are neatly arranged with aisles
between them. It is easy to inspect each carriage, “over,
under, around, and through”. Jeff likes to say, “Let’s trickle through here and I’ll explain what you are looking at.”
In a center aisle among the wagons are two very special
large displays. One display hosts more than over 100 an-

tique of wagon lanterns all perfectly
restored. (Pig W.
Lanterns No. 886)
The other is a sleigh
bell collection showing hundreds on antique brass bells on a
custom “Jeff” built
harness rack.
Every imaginable
shape and size of
sleigh bell is repre- Collection of sleigh bells hanging.
sented. All are immaculately restored and polished.
The carriages are logically grouped by “family” type. There
are the Conestoga’s, Breaks, Skeleton Breaks, Shooting
Breaks, Broughams, Buggies’, Cabriolets, Carts, Miniature
Carts, Donkey Carts, Char-de-Cotes, Coaches, Curricles,
Dog Carts, Four-in Hands, Gigs, Omnibuses, Phaetons,
Pony Carts, Sleighs, Stage Coaches, Sulkies, Surreys,
Vans, Wagons, and Wagonettes.
Jeff spent a bit of time explaining the differences between
the leather sprung models and the steel sprung models. He
described the process he used to correct the alignment in a
sagging spring. He “cold” peened each spring by hand until
they all fit and raised their total lift by 3”. In this manner
he was able to create the necessary clearances needed to
turn the front wheels under the front of the carriage.
If my knowledge were more extensive I would try to explain all of the features of each carriage type as Jeff explained them to us. But time and space will not permit that
in this article. Hopefully, we can arrange another tour
sometime in the future.
I would like to list some of my favorite pieces to provide a
flavor for the diversity included in this fine collection.
 Conestoga freight wagon (restored by Jeff when he
was in High School
 Conestoga prairie schooner (“Your stinky feet hang
out the back when you sleep!”)

Jeff Day talking in front of the Conestoga he restored while he was in High School.
Continued on next pg.
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 Brewster “Going –to-Cover Cart” (flat top bolts made
by hand)
 Beautiful “high class” Skeleton Break (Brewster and
Baldwin)1860 Cast iron with finials
 Unique Demarest Hunting Carriage which can carry
hunters, guns, dogs, and birds!

Saddle with lantern on stirrups.
Multicolored painted Sicilian donkey carts in collection.
 The fancy hand carved and painted Sicilian donkey
carts.
 The vendor wagons including the coal dump wagon,
the stone dump wagon, the colorful old “water wagon”
used to wash the streets of Mendham, N.J., and the unusual
“lightning rod” sales wagon.
 The unique French Muhlbacher wagon that was supposed to be delivered to the Chicago World’s fair. It was
shipped from France to New York on a ship that arrived
too late. Almost scrapped, it was saved and used with
mules Oneonta N.Y. The 18th century American made “one
-horse” Shay. (1760)
 Stirrup magnifying lanterns (These unique pieces hung
from stirrups so that the rider could use his feet to swivel
the light beam in any chosen direction.

I think it is necessary reiterate that many of the carriages and wagons in the collection are original. Those that
needed work have been fully restored using original materials and methods. Each vehicle represents an artistic composition of beautiful handmade wooden parts, intricately
forged iron and cast iron parts, carefully shaped leather and
canvas, and beautiful painting and pin striping. It is indeed
a pleasure for an avid old tool collector to experience such
beauty. What a great opportunity to see how some of our
wonderful old tools were used and continue to be used!

Light weight carriage made by Jeff Day

On behalf of us members of CRAFTS of NJ, thank you Jeff
Day and family!
Wagon with large barrel like cask for holding water.
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An Unexpected Journey………….
How does a man born in the Bronx, New York City, end up
living in Australia surrounded by an impressive collection
of hand tools? Stuart Minuskin remains mysterious about
many aspects of that journey, but does admit to wearing a
number of different hats along the way, including accountant and owner of a jewellery and precious metal business in
Florida. It was not
until he arrived in Australia, over 25 years
ago, that he developed
an interest in hand
tools. That fledgling
interest has grown into
“The Tool Exchange”,
an online source for
both collectors and
craftsmen to access
those hard to find
tools. From the early
days of travelling to
“swap meets” and tool
shows, the collection
has
now
grown
beyond what can be easily transported.
Going “online” has introduced the world
to what must be one of the largest
collections of tools in Australia. Stuart
now receives orders from Russia to
Israel and all places in between. His
clients include master craftsmen,
weekend handymen, woodworking
schools and tool museums in Europe.
Whilst he has little experience as a
craftsman, Stuart’s knowledge of the
tools of the trade is remarkable. He has
spent thousands of hours cleaning, repairing and tuning the
tools. His work station is surrounded by extensive library of
well thumbed catalogues and reference books.

Over the years, Stuart has developed close friendships with
tool collectors in the USA and through the wonders of
“Skype” is in contact every week, sharing the thrills of their
latest finds. The tool shows in America have become a major drawcard and Stuart is making several trips there each
year to add to the collection. Of course his other passion is
golf. Affectionately known as ‘The Hobbit’ to his golfing
mates, Stuart often combines these trips with a round or
two at some of the exclusive golf courses. His regular customers have grown accustomed to him being unavailable
until he comes off the 18th.

Retiring at 48 years of age, Stuart now 54, has developed
an appreciation of hand crafted pieces of art made from
natural materials. It was this passion along with the skills of
some talented woodworkers that led to the production of
the cabinet featured in this article. The cabinet was made by
expert makers Barry Breddin and Paul McConnell, both,
like Stuart, members of the Caloundra Woodworkers Club.
Stuart met Barry at a 2012 club open day and one thing led
to another. The cabinet was conceived and
designed to be a display for some of the
more unusual and
interesting tools from
the collection. The
images will be displayed on the website.
There are plans to
produce wall posters
of the piece as well.
From the start, a great
deal of thought was
required to display the
tools. Paul kept asking for more tools to
fit in, and Stuart complied. Over a
period of weeks, Paul and Barry
eventually came up with what can
only be described as a superb tool
jigsaw puzzle, with each piece being
shown to its best advantage.
The cabinet itself is a beautifully balanced and constructed piece of furniture. The outer doors swing open to
reveal the inner doors and vertical
hinged panels. These open to reveal yet another layer of
tools. There are eight internal drawers for further storage. A
slide out "desk" provides a handy work surface. In its final
form, it is both a beautiful and functional piece of furniture.
So with great pride, the cabinet was conceived, constructed
and will rightfully take a place of honour displaying tools
from the collection. So that journey, from the Bronx NYC
to Queensland, has led to a collaboration that the craftsmen
from the Caloundra Woodworkers should be justly proud
of. What next for ‘The Tool Exchange’? Stuart hopes to
continue his travels and add to the stock, forever in search
for that elusive rare tool that will find a place of pride in the
cabinet.
Get in touch with Stuart via www.toolexchange.com.au
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PLANE CRAZY

The three makers listed above have
By Joe Hauck
several things in common. William Ward
was born in England and immigrated to
America in 1845 where he made planes Ward, Ward & Fletcher and
in NYC. In the 1850s he was in a partW.J.C. Ward
nership with another English immigrant,
John R. Fletcher. W.J.C. Ward, William’s son was listed as a planemaker in the 1880 industrial
About two years
census for Saddle River. Lawrence Cam also born in England
ago I got lucky on
was in the same census and in 1885 James W. Cam was also
EBay when I won a
part of the household. So aside from WJC we have a group
coachmaker’s
“T”
of English born and trained edge tool makers residing in New
rabbet made of appleJersey making tools in Saddle River by 1870. I have always
wood. The entire front
wondered how many tools were made in NY versus made in
of this narrow bodied
NJ and marked NY. This was a common marketing strategy
plane is inlaid with a
in England where most guns and hardware were made in
brass strip with only a
Birmingham and finished in London and then marked as
sliver of wood on each side of the brass. There is also a one
London products.
inch square steel plate on the bottom between the throat and
the nose. The listing made no mention of a maker but the
One thing that stands out with this group of planemakers
work looked very professional so I took a chance on it. I
is that they made a good product and more than a few planes
looked it over once I received it and was surprised to find the
out of applewood. Most of the planes have the small four
plane was marked on the heel W.J.C. Ward Saddle River NJ!
pointed star on the nose which may have some significance
It made perfect sense as there was no room on the nose to
as to quality. I have four hollow and round planes from the
stamp the plane with the maker’s mark and the seller didn’t
same owner a Wm. Rundell, one of which was found years
notice the mark on the heel. Unfortunately not all eBay
after the first three were acquired. Adding to this set could be
“gambles” have turned out this well.
a lifetime project! I also have a mint 7/8 ths double boxed
bead by Ward&Fletcher as well as an applewood hollow by
that firm. These are very common forms and their only distinction is their condition and the wood used. While the
French often used cormier which looks very much like apple
but somewhat darker, the British seemed to stick with their
native beech. The use of applewood by the Wards seems
somewhat unusual given their heritage but other makers in
the area used the wood as well so there was a market for this
choice of wood.

Of more interest are several other planes in my collection. A beautiful boxwood screw arm sash filletster marked
William Ward 349 8th Ave. N.Y. The arms and nuts are applewood however the plane is English in style.
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My most recent acquisition came from the collection of
a member who was thinning out his collection. The plane
was an odd looking beech razee back panel raiser. The razee
section went across the back on the same angle as the skew
of the blade as did the top of the applewood wedge. The front
of the handle mortise had the same angle which led me to
conclude that this was not owner modified. The depth fence
was applewood but was not the full length of the plane as is
typical, probably because the rear of the plane was too low
due to the razee back. This short depth stop may have convinced others that this was owner modified. The bottom
fence was also applewood and ran the full length with matching screws and grommets. For some reason the maker chickened out on the tote and made that out of beech. An applewood tote with the top rolling off to match the skew of the
blade would have made it even more pleasing. The mark is
the circular William Ward Warranted NY, the word warranted typically more commonly used by the English makers.
This was a most welcomed addition to both my NY plane
collection and my applewood collection.

All this gathered information deserved to be shared,
and the idea for a book on levels was suggested to Don by
Emil Pollack. It was right around the time Volume One
of A merican Levels and Their Makers (the only book I
own four copies of) was published that I have my first
By now, the poignant news of Don’s passing on March 31
recollection of Don. He was set up at the tailgate of a
at his home in Prairieville, LA has rippled through much
CRAFTS auction in Flemington, NJ, and I was captivated
of the tool collecting community. Most will remember
by the offerings on his table. Recognizing him as someDon as “the level guy,” and while that title is indeed befitone who knew something about levels, I asked him a
ting of him, Don in truth disliked the label. His collecting
question about a level in the auction and he graciously
and research branched far into and included spectacular
gave me his thoughts. While the piece was of no signifiand rare examples of plow planes, saws, rules, bevels and
cance, I think he saw
many other types of
my young fervor and
tools. I too will always
kept his comments of
consider Don the quinthe item positive, rather
tessential level guy, but
than being blunt and
more so, I will rememtelling me it was a piece
ber him as my friend.
of little importance.
Don was born and
Over the fifteen or
raised in Wisconsin.
so years I knew Don, we
He graduated from
shared countless emails
Perdue University in
and hours at tool shows,
1958 with a BS in
and I relished the opporChemical Engineering,
tunities to talk with him
and received his Ph.D.
and glean all the
in Analytical Chemisknowledge I could. One
try from Kansas State
of the things I’ll miss
in 1964. He began his
most were the life stocareer in chemistry
ries he would share
with Midwest Research
when we’d break from
Institute in Kansas
the shows for lunch or
City, where after nine
dinner. The emails I
years he left as a Prinsent contained innumercipal Chemist, moving
able questions, and Don
on to head of AnalytiDon in Papua, New Guinea, with a tribal Chief.
never failed to graciouscal Services at Syraly reply and answer
cuse University Rewhat
he
could.
I
remember
a
couple
occasions, howevsearch Corporation. In 1975, Don joined Radian Corpoer,
when
I
was
reprimanded
(for
lack
of
a better word) for
ration in Austin, TX as head of the Organic Chemistry
questioning
something
mundane
and
the
point was made
Department, eventually becoming a Senior Program Manthat his time was better spent on more important things. I
ager. In 1981, he joined Gulf South Research Institute as
realize now he was saying I should spend my
Director of Life Sciences, leaving in 1984 to start his own
time pursuing things of greater significance. I owe Don a
environmental consultancy business which he continued
debt of gratitude for recognizing my interest in levels, and
for the last 20 years of his career.
nurturing my enthusiasm up until the day he died. I only
Don’s interest in tools began early in life. His father
wish I had fifteen more years to pick his brain and enjoy
was a carpenter, and Don spent many summers on conhis friendship.
struction sites. Don was also fascinated with history,
While the inbox will be a little emptier and the parkreading history books as a means to relax. His collection
ing lots and show rooms a little lonelier, I am happy to
began with tools from his father, to which he added finds
announce his legacy will not fade. It was Don’s wish that
from garage sales and auctions. Being intrigued by the
Jim Gehring and I finish Volumes Two and Three of
antique tools he found, he enthusiastically sought more.
American Levels and Their Makers, and we have gladly
Levels were cheap back then, and therefore fit the bill at
accepted the task. Don could not have left me a greater
the time. He also noted they stood well against the Louigift, and I am honored beyond words to assist in completsiana climate. Over the years, thanks to the extensive
ing his work and bringing it to all of you.
traveling allowed by his work, Don’s collection grew to
well over 1,000 levels. His fascination with history and
how things work naturally led him to vigorously research
the tools he collected and the men who made them.

Dr. Donald Rosebrook 1936 - 2014
Collector. Researcher. Author. Friend.
By Stephen Sedor
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
15 N. River Styx Rd.
Hopatcong, NJ 07843

WANT ADS
TOOL EVENTS
June 28 - M-WTCA Area P Meet - Black Angus, Adamstown,
PA. Don Stark, Starkcd@aol.com, (717)367-5207
July18-20 – Jacktown Show, Blue Mtn. Antique Gas and
Steam Engine Assoc. Bangor, PA. - www.jacktown.org
July 24-26 - MJD tools open house, auction. Martin Don nelly
(800)809-0695, www.mjdtool.com
July 25-27, 2014 – Dixon’s Gunmaker’s Fair, Dixon’s/9952
Kunkels Mill Road, Kempton, PA 19529. 610 756 6271;
www.dixonmuzzleloading.com
Aug. 24 - M-WTCA Area P Meet, Black Angus, Adamstown,
PA. Don Stark, Starkcd@aol.com, 717-367-5207
Sept. 14 - Crafts Picnic, Brady Camp, NJ.—craftsofnj.org
Tailgating for members free - Displays, contests
Sept. 19-20, 2014 – Donnelly Antique Tool Auction, Holiday
Inn , Nashua, NH. 800-869-0695, www.mjdtools.com
Oct. 5, 2014 – Tools of the Trades Show and Sale, Ontario,
Canada, 905 928 9412, www.ontarioantiquetools.com
Oct. 18-19, 2014 – 35th Annual Fall Harvest, Antique Gas
and Steam Engine Assoc. Bangor, PA. -www.jacktown.org
Nov. 2, 2014 - Crafts of New Jersey, Monthly Meeting, Host –
Masonic Lodge, High Bridge, NJ. Bob Garay,
takeadip@optonline.net

WANTED – Member’s email addresses. If you have not been receiving email notices from Stew May or dues acknowledgements from
Hank Allen, please send your email address to hankallen@verizon.net.
HELP WITH TOOL COLLECTIONS – A r etir ed shop teacher , I
can assist you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools. Call
Bob Garay (973) 398-5875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net.
VINTAGE TOOLS for woodwor king, machining, leather wor king and more. See us at New England area tool meets, online at wwwTimelessToolsand Treasures.com or email jane@janebutler.com.
NEED HELP disposing of your tools or home items? Entir e or
partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908-534-2710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The lar gest antique tool website on earth
buying and selling fine antique tools. email jim@jimbodetools.com.
WANTED – Molding planes made of apple wood, & better molding
planes from Hudson River valley makers. Joe Hauck 908-236-2072.
THE TOOL EXCHANGE –Australia’s home of fine old tools for
sale. Our website has over 18,000 photos of tools. We ship to over 30
countries. www.toolexchange.com.au
WVTOOLS: CRAFTS member and eBay seller concentr ating on
bitstock tools and more.
ANTIQUE TOOL RESTORATION - J ohn Por r itt - (518)392-0603
or email porritt3@gmail.com
WANTED - Bell System tools and electr ician’s plier s. Ted Davidson 609-731-6915

SAW SHARPENING - Restor ation & sales of all types of
saws Joe Federici - www.secondchancesawworks.com
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